Abstract-Vehicle video key frame processing as an important part of intelligent transportation systems plays a significant role. Traditional vehicle video key frame extraction often has lots of noises, it can't meet the requirements of the recognition and tracking. In this paper, a novel method which is combined independent component analysis with beamlet transform is proposed. Firstly, a random matrix was produce to separate the key frame into a separated image for estimate. Then beamlet transform was applied to optimize the coefficients. At last, the coefficients were selected for image reconstruction by inverse of the beamlet transform. By contrast, this approach could remove more noises and reserve more details, and the efficiency of our approach is better than other traditional de-noising approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, intelligent transportation system (ITS) has developed quickly. The video vehicle detection system is gradually becoming one of the popular methods for the detection of vehicles to its convenient installation and rich information content provided [1] . Meanwhile the independent component analysis (ICA) [2] as a kind of new signal processing method developed quickly and widely used ,especially in image processing. David L. Donoho and Xiaoming Huo [3] developed a new theory of multiresolution analysis called the beamlet transform. This mathematical transform differs from wavelet and related other mathematical transform. While wavelets offer localized scale/location representation near fixed regions of space with specified scale and location, beamlets have localized scale/location/orientation based on dyadicallyorganized line segments. This new mathematic transform is based on the wavelet transform and beyond it. It has overcome some limitations of wavelet transform in vehicle video key frame processing. Because of the character of these two image processing method, we combine independent component analysis with beamlet transform to optimize the coefficients for vehicle video key frame de-noising.
As a signal analysis technique, ICA is a useful method for separating the independent signals from overlapping signals [3] . It was greatly developed as a potential statistical technique for blind source separation (BSS). It aims at finding the hidden components inside the original signals, and the components capture the essential structures of the signals. ICA is often used by the image processing. Through making full use of the high-order statistical characteristics of the source, i.e., the fourth-order central moment, ICA can effectively resolve the independent components (ICs) from the measured mixed signals without any additional information about the source signals. It had been widely applied in the signal processing fields, such as biomedical signals, image processing and financial analysis.
Beamlet transform as a newly developed mathematical transform is often used as time-frequency and multiresolution analysis tool in the signal and image processing domain. Beamlet transforms [4] are insensitive to noise, computationally efficient, and able to detect features with high accuracy than the general signal detection algorithms, which are based on pixel-level filtering and can have very poor SNR ratios. So in the view of the combination ICA technique and beamlet transform, this research is initial. For this reason, a vehicle video key frame de-noising model based on ICA and beamlet transform are proposed in the paper.
Vehicle video key frame processing is an important part of ITS construction. We could think of the information of vehicle video as some key frame to contain. By analyzing the characters of vehicle video key frame, we find that when we denoised the vehicle video key frame we should decompose the image by ICA. Because a great deal of vehicle video key frames are taken by the same instrument at different time, so the image decomposition signal could be optimized correctly by beamlet transform.
In this paper the vehicle video key frame which extracted at fixed interval (per second) is shown in Figure  1 .
The vehicle video key frame sequence extracted is in Figure 2 .
These vehicle videos is captured by a video camera with 2,000,000 pixels and 30 frames per second.
There is always some noise produced by the video capture equipments and the processing of transmission. For this reason, this paper proposes a new model which could denoise the vehicle video key frame by ICA and beamlet transform. By experiment, the vehicle video key frame after this approach's processing can display the details much more clearly. It could meet the basic requirement for future processing like image segmentation, object recognition and image annotation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The independent component analysis is given in Sections II. beamlet transform analysis is given in Sections III. Section IV describes the experiment which is using ICA and beamlet transform, then discusses the results. Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
As opposed to the principal component analysis (PCA) that researches the pertinent relation among signals based on the second order statistics, Independent component analysis (ICA) [2] is a modern factor analysis tool developed in the last two decades, which researches the signal's independence relations according to higher order statistics. ICA can decompose the random to many mutual independent components which are the most possible independent. It is widely used for an image processing that can strengthen the signal non-Gauss. In order to get the de-noising independent components after separating, we can exchange it to the clean image. Fast ICA is a fast way of ICA which has good effect to the various noises.
The concept of ICA firstly put forward by Herault in 1988 [6] . The standard ICA model can be defined as follows:
This model describes that the observation variables are mixed from source variable. The source variable is unknown, could not be observed, and matrix is not known yet. Only random variables can be observed. Consequently, we have to estimate matrix and the independent components according to a assumption: The source variable is statistic independent and non-gauss distributing. Through estimating matrix, we could get the contradictory of A, it also be called abruption matrix. So W estimate could be obtained from s . Separate Mixing Image by ICA model was illustrated as follows:
Hyvarinen [7] [8] put forward the Fast ICA algorithm. By system learning this algorithm find a way to let the projection T w x of the cell vector w is the most Gauss.
Before running Fast ICA, assume it has pretreatment of ICA, such as get rid of mean and whiten processing. Fast ICA is to find the biggest of non-gauss T w x based on fixed-point theory. The Fast ICA separate only one independent component once from observation signal, so it is a fast way of ICA. It is useful to ICA processing.
ICA is used to restore the original sources by estimating the separating matrix. This can be achieved by optimizing contrast functions. Currently, there are a number of contrast functions in use including information maximization, maximum likelihood, high-order cumulants and negentropy. In the Fast ICA algorithm, the initial step is a preliminary whitening of the observations. By a linear transformation, the observations are made uncorrelated and unit-variance. The whitening facilitates the separation of the underlying independent signals, and it can be accomplished by classical PCA processing.
III. BEAMLET TRANSFORM ANALYSIS
The beamlet transform [3] We set a dyadic square S as the collection of points 
A. Beamlet Dictionary
To suppose vertices 1 Relying on collections of cardinality O( 4 n ) beams as an organizational device will lead to unworkable algorithms, and so we seek a reduced-cardinality substitute.
TO take the collection of all dyadic squares at scales 0 ≤ j ≤ J, fix a quantum of resolution δ = Some examples of beamlets [3] is shown in Figure 4 .
We suppose that beamlets only connect vertices on the boundary of a dyadic square, so that although the family of beamlets is built from O( In despite of reduced cardinality, the dictionary of beamlets is expressive. It consists of beams at a variety of scales, locations, and orientations. A relatively small number of beamlets can be used as a substitute for any single beam. In [9] we prove The rationale is much like the logic of modern airline traffic. There are very many long connections between a few hubs and relatively fewer short connections between provincial centers . The idea [3] is shown in Figure 5 . [3] is illustrated in Figure 6 .
B. Beamlet Transform
Beamlets are connected with various image processing problems ranging from detection to segmentation. There are several levels to 2-D beamlet analysis [10] :
• Beamlet dictionary is a special collection of line segments, deployed acrossb orientations, locations, and scales in 2-D, to sample these in an efficient and complete manner.
• Beamlet transform is the result of obtaining line integrals of the image along all the beamlets.
• Beamlet graph is a graphical structure underlying the 2-D beamlet dictionary, expressing notions of adjacency and allowing to pose algorithms for exploring the space of curves in images in terms of connected multiscale chains of 2-D beamlets, which can be expressed naturally as connected paths in the beamlet graphs.
• Beamlet algorithms are algorithms that for image processing which exploit the beamlet transform and perhaps also the beamlet graph.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to apply independent component analysis for image de-noising, a set of estimate of independent statistic signal source is separated from a set of observation signal.
To produce an appropriate matrix is the key part of ICA. This is a random matrix (5×5): 
By making use of this matrix, we could effectively resolve the independent components from the measured mixed signals without any additional information about the source signals.
For doing the experiment, we get a lot of vehicle video from the Traffic Police Station of Suzhou City. We extracted some key frames for processing. In our experiment, we convert the color key frame into gray one first, then add Gaussian white noise of zero mean noise with 0.006 variance and salt & pepper noise with 0.015 density to the key frame image. Then we de-noise these images separately. The steps of this processing method are as follows:
• The vehicle video key frame image is separated by a random matrix into independent component image.
• Then beamlet transform is using to optimize the coefficients.
• At last, the inverse of the beamlet transform is applied for image reconstruct a new denoised vehicle video key frame image which could be processed for recognition and classification in next research process. The steps we presented are illustrated as follows: In order to prove our method is superior, we use other filter to process the source noise image which is shown in Figure 8 (a). By contrast, the efficiency of our method which is shown in Figure 8 In order to evaluate the image quality scientifically objectively, reconstruction error was used as a standard objective measure of key frame quality. There are two of the error metrics used to compare the different image denoising techniques, one is the mean square error (MSE) which is the cumulative squared error between the denoising and the original image, and another is signal to noise ratio (SNR) which is a measure of the image error. The mathematical formulae can be expressed as follows: For the sake of contrasting the effect of various denoising methods, I(x, y) is define as the original key frame image, I'(x, y) is the de-noising image, I''(x, y) is the mean value and M, N are the dimensions of the images. If a value for MSE is lower, that is to say the de-noising image has lesser error, and there is the inverse relation between the MSE and SNR, it create a high value of SNR. It means effect of de-noising is good because it show that the signal is more to noise in the image. From the table above we can see that our method have a higher value of SNR and a lower value of MSE. So it is superior to median and wiener filtering methods for vehicle video key frame image de-noising.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new method for vehicle video key frame image de-noising, which is using independent component analysis and beamlet transform. Firstly, a random matrix was produce to separate the key frame into a separated image for estimate. Then beamlet transform was applied to optimize the coefficients. At last, the inverse of the beamlet transform was applied for image reconstruction. The de-noising image has a higher value of SNR and a lower value of MSE. This approach could remove more noises. Further investigations on the use of independent component analysis and beamlet transform for pattern recognition processing are left for future work.
